Desi Arnaz, His Life and Tunes

Tri-Collarage Dance

Bids in Book Store

Bids for the Collage
dance at the Turf
Club, X3, 8 A.M.
April 10th, are now available in
the book store and the Y Office
gifts for every student that
graduates. On campus students, get
your bids as soon as possible.

What to Wear?
The dance has been announced as a formal occasion and
tom of formal dresses for the
women and dark suits for the
men will prevail. If anyone should feel strong antipathy to
wearing formal clothes they will
tenably be admitted in other at-

Arnaz the Callahan

Born in Cuba just 30 years ago of
parents, Desi, baptized Desmond Al-
bertha, was given a very valuable
very interesting and most exci-
ting life. In 1920, his father was
and his mother was in the United
but was forcibly removed from
His life was brightened in 1898 when a
in the country. Desi and

(Continued on Page 6)

DuBridge Speaks
At Rice Institute

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, caltech presi-
t will be one of the speakers at the inauguration
al of Dr. William V. Houston as
Houston, Texas. Dr. Houston was
of physics at Houston before accepting
institutes.

DuBridge left Tuesday after-
noon for Houston, accompanied
Dr. Carl T. Compton, president of
M.I.T. who also will speak. Dr. Compton has just
there from a trip to Europe.

Speaker of Dr. DuBridge’s talk
today will be “Men Wanters” and
founded by this country because it
does not have the scientific man
power to push forward ade-
quate on such vital national
security, national health and
wellness, and development in
and basic science and education.
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How To Lose A Reputation

An eminent professional musician recently traveled all the way from his San Francisco office to Caltech to address the Student Assembly.

Some 40 Caltech students were present to hear him. Even though the introductory program was definite, the editors ask for suggestions from members of the ASCIT aimed at strengthening the Assembly program, so that next year it will be substantially improved.

From the Tech, to the ASCIT, a apologies to a well-qualified and interesting speaker.

Musical Baederker

After five decades of slumbering, it looks like jazz is finally coming to American musical life to stay. This movement has such a dynamic type of music that it is but a little recognition.

Origins of Jazz

The basic functions of jazz have been traced back through many centuries to Spain, the Belgian Congo, France, and other countries with cultures of their own. The various idioms were integrated rather spontaneously at the turn of this century under conditions that were far from favorable. Jazz was created by men from the lowest possible stratum of society, men who played their music in the night districts of New Orleans, at primitive, semi-barbaric dance feasts, in downtown taverns, and on Mississippi river steamers. This lovely origin, however, does not explain public apathy toward jazz after all, other art forms, such as drama and the ballet, have had similar origins but have become respected and popular.

Jazz as an Art

The most recognized musical achievement of the last generation is a form of art, the final product of a musical evolution that is partly a reflection of the American principles and emotional stimuli. Jazz has had a remarkable influence upon American music and is highly regarded by modern composers and musicians; Mischa Elman, violin virtuoso, considers (the element of jazz as the one remaining free improvisatory factor left in the symphony orchestra), which holds untold possibilities for creative composers. In addition, however, jazz has not been so readily acceptable, for the general public rarely supports any art that is not immediately acceptable. The most serious handicap, of course, is public ignorance. (Continued on Page 6)

Workings of Honor Code clarified

The honor code of Caltech is the code by which all relations between faculty and students may be conducted with absolute confidence in the students' honor.

If a man is accused of violating the code, the form of his trial will be similar to that upon which he is classified as a student.

1. If the student is an undergraduate in an undergraduate class, his case will be reviewed by the Board of Control, which is a student body organization, its members being elected by the student body. The eleven-man board consists of the vice-president (Chairman), president, and secretary of the ASCIT and two men elected from each undergraduate class. The board's verdict is final, subject to review by the Board of Control.

Graduate Students

2. If the suspect is a graduate student in a graduate class, he is to be reported to Dr. William N. Lacy, Dean of Graduate Studies, who handles the case as most fitting under the circumstances, utilizing any pertinent information from the Board of Control.

If the student is an undergraduate in a graduate class or a graduate student in an undergraduate class, his case is reviewed by a joint committee consisting of Dr. Lacy and the Board of Control.

At the beginning of each term each instructor will be asked to inform his class how he wants the courses conducted. Any violation of the Honor Code may result in suspension or expulsion.

Students' Code of Operation

The purpose of the student honor code is to maintain the integrity of the Honor Code.

Students' Code of Operation

If a certain student is known to the board, his case is reviewed by a board of three professors, each representing an area of study. The board's verdict is final, subject to review by the Board of Control.

Graduate Students

2. If the suspect is a graduate student in a graduate class, he is to be reported to Dr. William N. Lacy, Dean of Graduate Studies, who handles the case as most fitting under the circumstances, utilizing any pertinent information from the Board of Control.

My Favorite Brunette (Paro)

With Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour as the protagonists, this comedy revolves around a baby photographer whose high ambitions to become a private detective are realized when a mystery girl leaves with him for a Lebenshilfe a map sought by foreign agents. The story uses all the tricks of the mystery melodrama and the direction is smooth, but the entertainment will depend entirely upon whether or not one enjoys Bob Hope's brand of comedy.

The Front Burner

"As You Like It" Opening

"As You Like It," the comedy that the famous playwright, William Shakespeare, opens at the Pasadena Playhouse on Wednesday, April 23, to run through May 4. This colorful comedy of the Forest of Arden, of Rosalind and Orlando will be directed by Harry Levin.

The Immortal Has Written

and released 37 plays to date and the Pasadena Playhouse points with pride to its enviable record... "The only American theatre to have staged of Shakespeare's 37 plays..."

Those of you who did your reading assignments in 47a will probably be eager to attend this performance. Those of you who skipped your homework, or think that Shakespeare is dull might stay away, but you'll be missing a good evening's entertainment.

State Extended

"State of the Union," the Lindsay-Croy Face Prize winning comedy, has been extended another week and will close on Sunday, April 27.

LEWIS L. GRIMM

Camera Corner...

by Spicy

This column attempts to give you some idea of the cameraman's problems in shooting pictures that are to your liking.

Cheers...
For Ken Shauer and the Col Light Districts Quartet, Barney, Herb Simont, Doug McLean, and Shuster, For Ken, for continuing his winning ways with a fast 440 against the Frosh and to the other three thirdbasemen for throwing him with his usual speed only other first.

Six Pages...
As promised, if the staff editon 9 get enough cooperation, it will even be worthwhile.

Wage Hike

The ASCIT vice-president and chief Honor Code watchdog, Ted Cade, is encouraging Tech men to work on the "Tech." the Editorial Board recently voted to publish a daily edition, "McEwan," with Frank Rappaport as editor, and to double story-length of all pages. But the Hanger has resulted in a more highly developed musical form which is attractive to those besides with easily excitable emotions.

Obstacles to Recognition

There are still many obstacles to more widespread recognition; but the most serious handicap, of course, is public ignorance. Too...
Special Student Rate Sat. & Sun. & Holidays 25c Per Line

Dr. Karlen Appointed To Bateman Fellowship
Dr. Samuel Karlen, Princeton University, has been appointed to the Harry Bateman Research Fellowship in pure mathematics by the Board of Trustees.

The Bateman Fellowship, established this year by Caltech in honor of the late Harry Bateman, professor of mathematics, physics and aeronautics, is made for one year but may be renewed for a second year. Dr. Karlen is the first to receive the appointment.

Dr. Karlen is a native of Chicago, Ill. He obtained his Bacheelor's and Master's degrees at Illinois Tech in 1944 and 1945, and his Doctorate at Princeton this year.

He will join the Caltech mathematics department as a research fellow in September and in addition will teach one upper class course.

He is a member of Sigma Xi, national scientific honorary society.

Letter Drop...

The following are excerpts from a letter sent to the Caltech by the Graduate Student Association of the University of California at Berkeley, concerning certain bills before the State Senate.

The letter asserts that "The perpetrators of such bills ... can be isolated and defeated. We urge you to take appropriate action."

(Ed. Note: This letter is presented in conformity with the Tech's policy of impartial presentation of student issues.)

WHEREAS: Senate Bills 1024 and 1027 would place the local units in forming effective programs for the proper education of white children.

That we are Unanimously and ably opposed to the passage of bills such as these which would make responsible intelligent voting impossible.

And that we are in complete agreement with the letter sent to the Caliifornia legislature, and

Senate Bills 1024 and 1027 would place the local units in forming effective programs for the proper education of white children.

BE IT RESOLVED: That we are unani mously and ably opposed to the above proposed legislation and urge you to take appropriate action and support in defeat.

ALDEN BROWN
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

No violations of the Honor Code have been reported to the Board of Control this year.

Friday Night in Varsity Ni.

Dance to the music of THE BEST BANDS IN THE LAND.

NOW PLAYING

BOBBY BYRNE

Guest Star Stuart Foster

Every Sunday—Best the Class—Admission 50c, No Tax, Before 9:15

TOMT COURT'S

Copyright 1947, Lucas and Moser Pictures Co.
Room with a view
-of 11,000,000 miles!

In this room, telephone circuit specialists maintain accurate and instant control over some 11,400,000 miles of long-distance lines.

Merely by referring to this huge diagram they can tell at a glance the exact status of telephone circuits from Montreal to Mexico City and from New York to Seattle. For, as quickly as new lines are added and old ones extended, or as quickly as circuits reach capacity or again become available, the change is recorded on this master chart.

Distance lines, like effective methods so like this, are important to the smooth and efficient operation of the telephone industry.

Men who can produce such ideas, who can inject enthusiasm and ingenuity into their work, find telephone a fascinating and rewarding career.

There's Opportunity and Adventure in Telephony

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Thursday, April 10, 1947

Suits From The Rack
$47.50 Up
Sport Coats $20 Up
Suits - Large Selection
Individual-Tailored Suits
At Popular Prices

SPORT SHIRTS
Sweaters
Neckwear
Rose

Allen Cleaners
Prompt 5-Day Service
Cleaning Is Picked Up on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Agency Located at Campus Barber Shop

Prompt 5-Day Service
Laundry Picked Up on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Ideal Hand Laundry
Agency Located at Campus Barber Shop

Sports Football Practice Opens
Apr. 21, New Men Asked to Turn Out

MacLean, Chaffee Head Returning Men

Backfield Outlook: Brightens

Football hopes for the 1947 season have brightened considerably lately, with the promised return of many of last year's outstanding men. Backfield reorganization for the new year under the orange and white will include Dick MacLean, Glenn Chaffee, Blaine Holmgren, Bob Funk, and Chuck Shaller. The line will probably field such dependable men as Don Hibbard and Earl House in the ends. Bob Walquist and Manuel Bass at tackles; Denis Long and Bill Muempfer at the guards, and the rugged Gerald McKenna at center.

No Positions Secure

In an early statement, Coach Anderson stressed the fact that although there will be several returning regulars, all positions will be open to competition, and that the starting nod will be given to those men that get in the best physical shape.

On to Spring Practice

So-o-o-o-o-if you have a build slightly on the brawny side, and a desire to help build the mighty Beaver team of 1947—here's your chance. Coach Anderson has expressed the hope that there will be an especially large turnout from the Freshman and Sophomore Classes. If the group is as large as that of last year, Tech will probably field a JV team this year, which will compete on a regular conference schedule.

The individual times of the three best men on each team shall be added together to get the team total. In the event that less than three men start for a team, or three men do not finish, or finish with a time more than three times as long as the fastest man on the team, they shall be credited with a time three times as long as the time of the fastest man of that team.

Number of Competitors

A team from any house shall consist of a maximum of five men. The three best total times for each team shall be added in scoring in accordance with the rules above.

Championship Trophy

The Trophy will be held for one year by the house winning it, and the name of the house awarded it shall be engraved upon it. The presentation will be made in the Awards Assembly at the end of the Spring Term.
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Whittier Wallops
Beavers Fifteen
To One on Errors

Whittier Gets 10 Hits To Caltech's 8

The papers say there was a ball game between Whittier and Cal Tech last Saturday, but it was a contest by name only. About the only thing the Beavers didn't make was stealing second with the bases loaded. With eleven errors in the field and some poor playing that didn't get in the book the team seemed to be just playing out the nine innings. With a few exceptions there was no hustle, spirit or brains.

Still No Punch

CIT opened five innings with a hit, one on a double and one triple, yet on only one occasion could they get a run across. In the fifth Hedrick doubled, but was out on a third. The next inning Mason tripled but tried to score on an easy ground- out and was out by 20 feet. The lone run was scored by Norman in the seventh, which putzed away before he and Hedrick singled. The only other inning the Beavers got two hits was the seventh which ended as Morrison grounded out with the bases loaded.

Charity Begins at Home

In contrast, Whittier scored almost at will, getting eight unearned runs on the process of getting seven without any help. The two in the fifth inning, the three each in the sixth and seventh were all donated by a char- treuse eighth inning.

The Good Side

Hedrick and Mason were the power hitters for the varsity with two hits apiece. There were some nice plays in the field among the numerous lapses. Norman made two nice catches of Texas Leaguers in the seventh, and started a quick double play on a pop fly by the bases loaded.

Play Easy Saturday

This Saturday the Caltech Fencing Club meets the conference champs, Oxy. This is the only time all the men men should see. It promises to be full of unexpected turns as Oxy has an around-strong team. The follow- ing Wednesday our boys meet Pomona with a possible chance to win. Here are the re- 

----------

Heavens above! The Beavers' 35 was out by 95. The next inning the Beavers were out trying for third. The ment the next inning Mason tripled but tried to score on an easy grounder and was out by 20 feet. The lone run was scored by Norman in the seventh, which putzed away before he and Hedrick singled. The only other inning the Beavers got two hits was the seventh which ended as Morrison grounded out with the bases loaded.

Caltech Fencing Club Prepares for Competition

Club Meets Thursday

The Caltech Fencing Club meets every Thursday night at 800 in Room 15, Dabney Hall. The club, which was formed the first of last term by a group of determined undergraduates, has the aim of initiating intercol- legiate competition next fall and providing instruction in foil, epee and sabre for anyone interested. Since the fall of Caltech, regard- less of previous experience. A team is being whipped into shape around a few advanced fencers, but positions are still open for beginners.

Col. H. J. Counts

Colonel Cherry Instructor

Fencing practice is under the supervision of Colonel Cherry, who teaches the French style in all the three weapons: foil, epee, and sabre. The Caltech recently came from the East, where he had coached the championship fencers team of Columbia University.

Performances

Since Cowan or Davison Anyone who is interested in fencing with the club should see Ed Cowan, Fleming or Walter Davison, Dabney, for information.

Unsunable Heroes

Unsunable heroes' however, are the J.V. men, who took the sec- onds and thirds, but who keep slugging day after day. It takes
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Wynn Mace Tennis Shop

All Standard Racquets

18
tennis ball

59.00

12

Squash sports Goods

99.00

5 East California Street

Stations: 6-2804

Ice Skating

Daily 2:30 to 5, 7:30 to 10:30

Sat. 12:30 to 1:30

Skates: 50c Rent Instructions

Pasadena Winter Gardens

111 S. Arroyo Parkway

CARDIGAN JACkETS

All-wool polo Flannel made black and button front . . . Shells shades of tan, grey or green.

$10 each

HOTALING'S

TWO STORES

54 East Colorado Street
921 East Colorado Street

On California Near Lake Avenue
**Truman Dance Subject of Y-Forum**

"The Truman Dance—War or Peace?" will be the subject of the five-man panel discussion at the 2:15 meeting of the week on the campus of the term on April 15 in room 119 Kirchel at 7:30 pm.

The discussion will be presented by Dr. McKevy of Occidental College, will include such well-known personalities as the editor of the Sociology department at P. J. C.; Dr. DeRycke of the Sociology department at and University of California; and Dr. University of Texas.

A large crowd is expected.

**Barn Dance** at Throop Club Tomorrow Night

Tonight night at eight, Throop Club will hold another social gathering at the Throop Club Lounge. Donuts, coffee, and punch older head the list of refreshments.

The dance is free to Throop club members and their dates, those records the music and an occasional square dance. In this, too, there will be the ever present refreshments. Friday, May 3rd and is the last of the season.

**From Other Campuses**

All engineers who are born with their present subject can take a course in maintenance taught at LACC.

DIX E will be held at OAK KNOLL some early and get your pick of the girls, or bring your own date.
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